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Optical biopsy of bone tissue: a step toward the
diagnosis of bone pathologies
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Abstract. In vivo absorption and reduced scattering spectra of the
human calcaneous from 650 to 1000 nm were assessed using a labo-
ratory system for time-resolved transmittance spectroscopy. Measure-
ments were performed on the calcaneous of seven female volunteers
ranging from 26 to 82 years of age. The analysis of the absorption
spectra, using a linear combination of the key tissue absorbers (bone
mineral, water, lipids, oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin), revealed a general
decrease in bone mineral content and an increase in lipids with age,
which is in agreement with the aging transformations that occur in
bone tissues. The scattering spectra were less effective in detecting
such changes in older subjects, showing only a minor decrease in the
coefficient for these subjects. The capability to noninvasively quantify
bone tissue composition suggests a possible use of optical biopsy for
the diagnosis of bone pathologies such as osteoporosis, which are
characterized by a progressive reduction and transformation of the
mineral in the bone matrix. © 2004 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engi-
neers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1691029]
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1 Introduction
Osteoporosis as a multifactorial disease is a major publi
health problem: 1 of 3 women and 1 of 12 men over the age
of 50 have osteoporosis, and every 3 min someone in th
world has a fracture that is due to osteoporosis.1 It is a disease
in which the amount of bone is decreased and its structura
integrity impaired. Osteoporosis literally means ‘‘porous
bones’’; the holes inside a bone become bigger, making i
fragile and liable to break easily.2,3 It usually affects the whole
skeleton, but most commonly causes fractures to the wris
spine, and hip. The consequences include decreased fun
tional independence. The lifetime risk, owing to immobiliza-
tion, is significant, and the related social costs are huge an
expected to increase even more as the population grows olde

An understanding of the differences in types of bone and
the units of measurement is important for drawing conclu-
sions about available techniques for characterizing bone an
diagnosing osteoporosis, and more generally for judging stud
results and patient data. Bone plays a vital role as a minera
reservoir and source of hematopoietic cells. Moreover, it is
unique with respect to other structural materials in that it can
undergo self-repair and can adapt its composition and struc
ture in response to hormonal and mechanical stimuli. Bone in
humans and other mammals is generally classified into tw
types:~1! cortical bone, also known as compact bone, and~2!
trabecular bone, also known as cancellous or spongious bon
These two types are distinguished on the basis of porosity an
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microstructure.4 Cortical bone is much denser, with a porosi
ranging between 5 and 10%. It is found primarily in the sh
of long bones and forms the outer shell around cancell
bone at the end of joints and vertebrae. The hard comp
bone also protects the marrow, which is located inside
compact bone and, besides red and white cells, contains
Trabecular bone, with a porosity ranging anywhere from
up to 90%, is found in the end of long bones, in vertebrae,
in flat bones like the pelvis.

The structural components of bone consist of an inorga
matrix ~largely mineralized! and an organic matrix. The inor
ganic matrix contains calcium hydroxyapatite, which is r
sponsible for the compressive strength of bone, and osteo
cium phosphate~brushite!. The main components of th
organic matrix are collagen, proteins, and blood cells. It is
calcium and phosphorus component of the inorganic ma
that makes bone hard and rigid, and the arrangement of
collagen fibers in the organic matrix that makes it strong.
both men and women, bone mineral loss from the skele
starts generally at ages 40 to 50. In women bone loss ca
rapid immediately after menopause.

Bone strength reflects the integration of two main featur
density and quality. Bone mineral density~BMD! is expressed
as grams of mineral per area or volume, while bone qua
refers to architecture, turnover, and mineralization. In clini
practice, bone mineral density is usually expressed as
score~number of standard deviations from the young norm
mean! or Z score~number of standard deviations from th
age-matched mean!. T scores between21 and22.5 indicate
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Optical biopsy of bone tissue . . .
low bone mass or osteopenia. T scores below22.5 indicate
osteoporosis.5–8

At present several methods are available to measure bon
density. During the past 10 years, dual-energy x-ray absorpt
ometry~DEXA! has emerged as a cost-effective and accurat
means to quantify skeletal mass. Because bone strength a
resistance to fracture depend, not only on the amount of min
eral present, but also on the three-dimensional conformatio
~bone quality!, some investigators have questioned the accu
racy of BMD measurements in predicting fracture risk.9–11

Ultrasound is used to discriminate normal from osteopenic
bone without exposing the patient to ionizing radiation. Sev-
eral methods have been developed that variously examine th
speed, the attenuation, or the reflection of ultrasounds. Th
interest in their use is due to the information they provide
concerning the structural organization of bone in addition to
bone mass or density. However, it is not yet known whethe
the ultrasound attenuation and the speed of sound provide
measure of bone quality and an assessment of bon
fragility.12–14

Other techniques~x-ray photon scattering methods, neu-
tron activation! for measuring bone mineral have been devel-
oped, but their current use is largely confined to clinical
research.15 Recently, it has been reported that magnetic reso
nance imaging~MRI! may discriminate normal from os-
teopenic bone.16 Moreover, this modality may provide addi-
tional data, such as trabecular thickness and
microarchitectural factors. However, the high cost and com
plexity of MRI examinations make it unfeasible to replace
standard DEXA measurements with more advanced MR
analysis. Optical biopsy is potentially an interesting tool for
probing bone and joints pathologies because of its inheren
noninvasiveness and the high informative content encoded i
the spectral differentiation of tissue constituents. However
the diffusive nature of biological tissues and their strong at-
tenuation even for a thickness of a few centimeters hampers
direct estimate of tissue absorption properties using standa
techniques. Initial studies have demonstrated the feasibility o
optical tomography for the reconstruction of optical properties
in finger joints, with interesting potentialities for the diagnosis
of arthritis.17,18

On the problem of osteoporosis, an interesting correlation
between the bone scattering coefficient and the degree o
demineralization was found using light-scattering
techniques.19 These results were obtainedin vitro on dried and
denatured bones, while applicability to thein vivo situation
and perturbations produced by the organic matrix need to b
investigated. Other optical techniques such as like Rama
spectroscopy, have been used to study pathological changes
the bonein vitro,20 while their usein vivo is hardly feasible.

In this work we used for the first time time-resolved trans-
mittance spectroscopy~TRS! to measure the optical properties
of the calcaneousin vivo over a wide spectral range. Analysis
of the absorption spectra allowed us to estimate the percen
age of bone tissue constituents~water, oxy- and deoxyhemo-
globin, lipids, and bone mineral!, while interpretation of the
scattering spectra on the basis of Mie theory yielded the ef
fective density and effective radius of scattering centers. Mea
surements were performed on the calcaneous because it co
sists of a trabecular type of bone where pathological change
are revealed earlier, and also because it offers a large bon
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region with a thickness that is compatible with diffuse tran
mittance measurements. The goal of our study was to ve
the feasibility of thein vivo optical characterization of bone
components among subjects and to obtain some insight
the physiological changes of bone tissue with age. The p
sible observation of systematic changes would encourag
to perform future work toward a proper optical spectrosco
diagnosis of pathological changes in bone, such as osteop
and osteoporosis.

2 Methods
2.1 System Setup
A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is displaye
Fig. 1. A synchronously pumped mode-locked dye~DCM!
laser was used as the excitation source from 650 to 695
while an actively mode-locked titanium:sapphire laser p
vided light in the wavelength range of 700 to 1000 nm.

A 1-mm plastic-glass fiber~PCS1000W, Quartz et Silice
France! delivered light into the tissue and a fiber bundle~5
mm diameter, 1 m length! collected the transmitted photon
The power density at the distal end of the illumination fib
was always kept to less than 10 mW. A double microchan
plate photomultiplier ~R1564U with S1 photochatode
Hamamatsu, Japan! and a printed circuit board for time
correlated single-photon counting~SPC130, Becker & Hickl,
Germany! were used for detection. A small fraction of th
incident beam was coupled to a 1-mm fiber~PCS1000W,
Quartz et Silice! and fed directly to the photomultiplier fo
online recording of the instrumental response function~IRF!.
Overall, the IRF was,120 ps and,180 ps FWHM in the red
and near-infrared, respectively. Time-resolved transmitta
curves were collected in 5-nm steps from 650 to 1000 nm

2.2 Analysis of TRS Data
By fitting the experimental data with a standard solution
the diffusion approximation to the transport equation for
homogeneous slab,21 we were able to extract the values of th
average reduced scattering(ms8) and absorption(ma) coeffi-
cients at each wavelength. We used the extrapolated boun
condition22 and, according to Furutsu and Yamada,23 the dif-
fusion coefficientD51/(3ms8) was independent of the ab

Fig. 1 System setup. CD, cavity-dumped; ML, mode-locked; CW,
continuous wave; TCSPC, time-correlated single-photon counting;
MCP-PMT, microchannel plate photomultiplier tube.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d May/June 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 3 475
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Pifferi et al.
sorption properties of the medium. The theoretical curve wa
convoluted with the IRF and normalized to the area of the
experimental curve. The fitting range included all points with
a number of counts higher than 80% of the peak value on th
rising edge of the curve and 1% on the tail. The best fit was
reached with a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm24 by varying
both ms8 andma in order to minimize the reducedx2.

2.3 Tissue Composition and Structural Properties
To evaluate the percentage composition of tissues, the absor
tion spectra were best fitted with a linear combination of the
spectra of the main tissue constituents@i.e., bone minerals,
lipid, water, oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin(HbO2 and HHb!#:

ma~l!5S icie i~l!, ~1!

where l is the wavelength,ci is the concentration~a free
parameter in the fitting procedure!, ande i(l) is the specific
absorption of thei’th constituent. For this purpose, the spectra
of water,25 HHb, andHbO2

26 were obtained from the litera-
ture, while the authors27 had measured the absorption spectra
of lipid ~lard! previously. In the present study, the optical
spectra of bone, reported in Sec. 3, was measured with ou
setup. Collagen was not considered as a separate and ind
vidual component since its spectral features can barely b
distinguished from those of bone, making the fit of absorption
spectra less robust when both constituents are included. Th
knowledge of the absorption properties of the two forms of
hemoglobin also allowed us to evaluate the total hemoglobin
content tHb5@HHb#1@HbO2# and the hemoglobin oxygen
saturationSO25@O2Hb#/$@HHb#1@HbO2#%.

Further information could be obtained from the reduced
scattering spectra. For a homogeneous sphere of radiusr, Mie
theory predicts the wavelength dependence of the scatterin
and the relation between scattering and sphere size.28 Under
the hypothesis that the scattering centers are homogeneo
spheres behaving individually, the relationship betweenms8
andl can be empirically described as follows:29

ms8~l!5al2b, ~2!

wherea andb are free parameters. In particular,a is propor-
tional to the density of the scattering centers, andb depends
on their size.

2.4 Measurement Protocol
In order to study the changes in bone tissue with age, w
performedin vivo measurements on the calcaneous of seve
female volunteers~26, 28, 31, 38, 69, 70, and 82 years old!.
The subjects were lying on a medical bed and their right o
left foot was vertically fixed in a home-built device specially
constructed for these measurements, as shown in Fig. 2. A
cording to the standard x-ray diagnostics technique, we chos
the following position for the injection fiber and collection
bundle: from the lowest point of the Achilles tendon we
moved 1.4 cm along the horizontal and vertical directions
The measured thickness of the calcaneous was 4.060.3 cm.
Total measurement time for each spectrum was about 10 min
For each subject, two spectra for each foot were acquired.
476 Journal of Biomedical Optics d May/June 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 3
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3 Results and Discussion
To perform a complete analysis of the calcaneous, we nee
the optical characterization of all the main compone
present in the examined tissue. The spectra of water, lip
oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin are known from the literature, b
the spectrum of the mineral in the bone matrix was not av
able for the whole spectral range. Besides measuremen
discrete wavelengths,19,30 the published spectral data were o
tainedin vitro on a pig skull in the wavelength range 650
950 nm.31 However, these data were obtained on pig sk
samples after sonication; thus they still included contributio
of water and organic matrix. To derive the absorption prop
ties of the pure mineral in the matrix, we measured the
sorption and reduced scattering spectra of dried and denat
bovine bone~Gen-Ox, Brazil!.32 The sample was a parallel
epiped of 33232 cm bearing only the mineral matrix. Figur
3 shows the absorption~black diamonds! and scattering
~white diamonds! spectra measured in transmittance geome
along the longest axis. To account for the high porosity of
trabecular bone, the measured absorption coefficient was
tiplied by a factor 2.95, which was derived by dividing th
effective density of the mineral matrix reported in the liter
ture~1.92 g/cm3!33 by the apparent density of the sample~0.65
g/cm3!. The absorption spectrum is characterized by a sm
shoulder around 915 nm and by a tail at both ends of
spectral range, especially at long wavelengths. The scatte

Fig. 2 Positioning of the fibers onto the calcaneous by means of a
home-built XY stage.
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Fig. 3 Absorption spectrum (black diamonds) and reduced scattering
spectrum (white diamonds) of bovine dry bone matrix.
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spectrum is rather flat, which corresponds to large scatterin
particles. Since scattering interactions are due to changes
the refractive index, it is difficult to compare the scattering
spectrum derived on the pure mineral matrix with thein vivo
spectrum. In fact, in the living bone, the empty spaces cause
by demineralization are filled with lipids, water, and collagen,
with a refractive index other than air.

Figure 4 presents the absorption spectra of the left calca
neous for three volunteers aged 26, 69, and 82 years, repr
senting the two extremes and an intermediate case. The a
sorption in the range 650 to 700 nm is due to both hemoglobin
and bone mineral. The small peak around 760 nm can b
associated with the presence of water, lipids, and deoxyhemo
globin, while the strong peak at 930 nm with values around
0.2 cm21 is due to lipids. With increasing age, the absorption
in the region beyond 950 nm, which is due to water and the
mineral part of bone, becomes less evident than the lipid pea
centered at 930 nm. Also, for the oldest subject, the absorp
tion in the region of<750 nm is significantly higher than in
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the younger subjects, possibly suggesting higher blood c
tent or lower oxygen saturation.

Figure 5 shows the absorption spectrum of the right cal
neous of the 38-year-old volunteer interpolated using a lin
combination of the five tissue components~water, lipids,
HHb, HbO2 , and bone mineral!. The resulting amount of
bone mineral matrix is 16%; the lipid content is 54%, wh
water contributes 16%. The low amount of bone can be
derstood if it is remembered that this percentage refers onl
the mineral fraction, while most of the ‘‘bone volume’’ i
filled with lipids. Total hemoglobin content~27 mM! and the
tissue oxygen saturation~70%! are in the typical range for
human tissues.

This kind of analysis was performed for all subjects, a
the results are shown in Fig. 6 for~a! bone mineral,~b! lipids,
~c! water,~d! sum of the three main components~bone, water,
and lipids!, ~e! tHb, and~f! SO2 . The mean values and stan
dard deviation for two repeated measurements on both fee~a
total of four measurements! are displayed for each subjec
The dashed line is the least-squares fit to the data. This
rough estimate to show a possible trend of mean value w
age. However, this does not necessarily imply that we exp
a linear trend. Also, owing to wide physiological differenc
among subjects and the limited number of volunteers, no d
nite generalization can be drawn from the linear regress
Thus the line will be used here only to point out age-rela
differences among these seven subjects. Bone mineral m
decreases for older subjects, which is in agreement with
well-known bone density loss with age, while lipids seem
increase. This result is in agreement with clinical observati
that above 40 years of age, when demineralization occ
lipid substitutes for other components in bone tissue. T
trend line shows a decrease in water content with age,
though with a high intersubject variation. The sum of wat
lipids, and bone mineral content is 80% on average. The f
tion remaining to total 100% is possibly due to other consti
ents ~e.g., proteins! that were not considered in the fittin
procedure, owing to the low absorption in the 650 to 1000-
range. The total concentration of hemoglobin increa
slightly with age, while for oxygen saturation there does n

Fig. 5 Absorption spectrum of the right calcaneous for the 38-year-old
volunteer. Experimental data (diamonds) and theoretical fitting curve
(solid line), using a linear combination of the key tissue constituents.
Fig. 4 Average absorption spectra of the left calcaneous for the 26-,
69-, and 82-year-old volunteers.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d May/June 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 3 477
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Fig. 6 Average estimate of (a) bone mineral matrix; (b) lipids; (c) wa-
ter; (d) sum of water, lipids, and mineral bone contents; (e) tHb; and (f)
SO2 derived from the analysis of the absorption spectra.
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seem to be a trend with age. AllSO2 values are within the
typical physiological range for human tissues.

A clear problem visible in Fig. 6 is the large error bar
associated with the measurements, which hampers a preci
comparison of tissue composition. This uncertainty cannot b
ascribed to the performance of the instrument since we hav
determined—on phantoms—a stability of the fitted spectra
values within61% for spectral measurements repeated con
tinuously over 2 h, and a day-to-day reproducibility of the
spectra of 5%.34 The positioning of the optical probe on the
calcaneous is particularly critical, owing to the internal con-
formation of the bone and to the contamination by other more
superficial tissues~skin, muscles, tendons!. As in the case of
DEXA, it is necessary to find an optimal positioning protocol
to reduce intersubject variations. To reduce the uncertaintie
ascribed to the internal bone conformation, it could help to
obtain a transmittance image of the region of interest once th
optimal measurement wavelengths are known.

It is relevant to point out here that the theoretical model
used for the analysis was derived for a homogeneous sla
The geometry is probably reflected in our measurements sinc
the fibers were positioned in a rather flat region far from the
boundaries. However, the hypothesis of a homogeneous m
dium cannot be applied to the superficial soft tissues coverin
the bone. The bone itself is probably almost homogeneou
since the trabecular bone, unlike the cortical bone, is uni
formly filled with bone marrow. Overall, thein vivo situation
is much more complex than the simple media described by th
theoretical model; thus the fitted optical properties are not a
478 Journal of Biomedical Optics d May/June 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 3
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accurate estimate of the average coefficients, but they do k
track of the traversed bone and are sensitive to physiolog
changes in the bone composition.

Figure 7 presents the scattering spectra for the same t
subjects considered in Fig. 4. Although the oldest volunt
presents the lowest scattering spectrum, the other two c
have quite overlapped spectra despite a large differenc
age. The reduced scattering coefficient decreases with w
length, from 14 to 16 to 10 to 12 cm21. The reduced scattering
of both lipids and bone decreases slowly with waveleng
with similar spectral behavior, and that is possibly why t
experimental curves for different subjects have similar slo
and absolute values, even though they correspond to diffe
contents of lipids and bone. Figure 8 shows an example
fit of the experimental data~white diamonds! with the theo-
retical expression derived from Eq.~2! ~solid line! for the
31-year-old subject. The fit yields an estimatedb50.67.The
low b value is indicative of a slowly descending spectrum th
is due to scattering centers of large effective size, similar
what we have already found in the case of adipose tissue35

Fig. 7 Average reduced scattering spectra of the left calcaneous for
the 26-, 69-, and 82-year-old volunteers.

Fig. 8 Reduced scattering spectrum of the left calcaneous for the 31-
year-old volunteer. Experimental data (diamonds) and theoretical
curve (solid line) for using Mie theory.
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Fig. 9 Average estimate of (a) the Mie equivalent a and (b) b coeffi-
cients derived from the analysis of the scattering spectra.
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The fitted values of the Mie-equivalent parametersa andb
are shown for all subjects in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!, respectively.
It is difficult to derive a definite trend for theb parameter,
mainly because of the large intrasubject variation. Thea value
slightly decreases age, yet the trend is not so clear, and it
not obvious even when looking at the spectra of the seve
volunteers. As already mentioned, a sound correlation wa
found between the scattering coefficient and the BMD onex
vivo pure mineral bone samples.19 This is reasonable since the
lower value of bone mineral density should correspond to a
lower scattering. Yet,in vivo, the situation could be quite dif-
ferent since the progressive reduction of mineral matrix is
compensated by an increase in lipid content that, as we hav
already noted, has a similar scattering power. Owing to thes
two competitive effects, the scattering coefficient of tissue
would probably not be a valid indicator of bone structure, at
least in this wavelength range. More data are needed to mak
a definite statement on this point.

4 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have shown the firstin vivo TRS measure-
ments of the human calcaneous over a broad spectral rang
Absorption and scattering spectra were obtained for femal
volunteers of different ages. Analysis of the absorption prop
erties led to the estimation of the concentration of the key
tissue constituents. Older volunteers showed a lower percen
age of bone mineral matrix, usually accompanied by a highe
lipid and lower water content. Scattering spectra were les
effective in indicating age-related changes, with a minor trend
toward a decrease in the scattering coefficient. Clearly, w
have not yet demonstrated a correlation between the TR
measurements and the BMD or generally the degree of os
teoporosis as assessed by standard DEXA because of the u
availability of this information for most of the volunteers and
the limited number of subjects. However, we have shown the
applicability of the technique to anin vivo environment and
its ability to probe tissue composition. There is some good
evidence that this optical biopsy method could prove to be a
useful tool for investigating pathological bone conditions in
order to understand the progression of the disease and to d
agnose osteopenia and osteoporosis. To this end, we plan
perform measurements on larger numbers of volunteers and
compare optical data with the results of the standard diagnos
tic technique~DEXA! for osteoporosis. In the case of positive
results, we could develop a compact TRS instrument opera
ing at discrete wavelengths up to 1000 nm that would be
suitable for clinical application, as we have already demon
e
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strated in the case of optical mammography, which involve
similar range of tissue thickness and optical properties.36
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